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Element Compatibility Air (Oprah) and Water (Stedman)  
 
Water and air are capable of being the basis for stimulating and imaginative friendships - the meeting of 
water's intuition and air's logic can make for interesting stuff. But on the deeper romantic level this is not 
highly starred by astrologers - the differences of thinking are too great to make close emotional relations 
easy. This may be particularly so when the earthy logic is the woman's and the sensitive intuitions are the 
man's. Ultimately, you may both find each other too threatening.  
 
Sun Sign Compatibility Aquarius (Oprah) and Pisces (Stedman)  
 
Scope for attraction here. She is the great originality seeker of the Zodiac, interested in the new and novel 
and since he is one of the great romantics he'll pay court in an interesting and romantic way - which should 
fascinate her (at least for a while). You both share a tendency to have grand all-embracing understandings 
of humanity (him on the psychic level, her on the intellectual) and if these are roughly in synch, you could go 
a long way. Possible problems arise from her strong sense of independence (which he may find offensively 
unfriendly) and his need for emotional connection - this girl can be very friendly, but she is not instinctively 
emotional.  
 
Oprah`s Ideal Man  
 
This placement means that she wants a proper relationship, she's after a man who is serious, intense and 
deep. And sexy. And suave and charming in conversation. Rudolf Valentino is getting near the mark, but 
unfortunately she would have had to fail him because he only did silent movies. Pretty high standards then. 
But don't despair, there is a core virtue she wants. The essence of her ideal is that her man should be deep, 
she doesn't want a gossiping lightweight who'll pour his heart out in five seconds.  
 
Stedman`s Ideal Woman  
 
He's looking for a bright-eyed outgoing gal, with a strong sense of her own wishes and opinions. A proper 
little madam in other words. Chances are that he won't really notice the quieter virtues - modesty, tact, 
diplomacy etc - in a woman, but is looking for a bit of a scene stealer. However, if his ideal woman is starting 
to sound a little unbearable, remember he'll also need someone who is highly honest - who tells him the 
truth, even if it isn't totally comfortable. To catch his eye, you'll need to be fiery and active.  
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Oprah`s and Stedman`s Aspects  
 
Oprah`s Sun & Stedman`s Venus - Harmonious Aspect  
This is pretty much always good news. Venus is a positive influence, so is the Sun - both are warm, and 
generous by nature. Throw in the Sun's powerful confidence, and love from Venus. When your Sun or 
Venus is in harmonious relationship with someone else's you are going to be in a relationship where the two 
bring out each others' positive sides, and help each other to grow in a practical and emotional way. 
Therefore this is not just a good romantic tie up, but is also well starred for business, parent/child - just about 
anything really.  
 
Oprah`s Sun & Stedman`s Ascendant - Disharmonious Aspect  
This is not a great aspect to find between two people. As ever it takes two to start a quarrel, and in this case, 
both the Sun native and the Ascendant native may regard the other as a bit overbearing or unreasonable. 
Consequently they may also find each other a bit too self-centred. I say "may", not just because I'm hedging 
my bets, but because there is a potential dynamic here, but only providing both people have managed to get 
their egos well under control. So if you really can't get on, one or both of you is an immature jerk.  
 
Oprah`s Moon & Stedman`s Moon - Disharmonious Aspect  
Disharmony between two peoples' Moons is going to lead to an area of emotional incomprehension, you 
may leave each other thinking, 'why the hell did s/he do that?'. There is also a suspicion that your moods are 
going to quite often be out of alignment - you will want to do different things at different times from each 
other. The classic disharmony is the square: if this is between cardinal signs you may end up arguing 
suddenly; mutables will get restless and irritable with each other, while fixed Moon natives probably aren't 
reading this since they just take no notice of each other.  
 
Oprah`s Moon & Stedman`s Mars - Harmonious Aspect  
This is a good aspect between people who are pursuing business schemes together. The Mars native will 
bring a dynamic and positive force to the Moon native's worries and inertia. Conversely the Moon native will 
calm the Mars native down and give a more subtle and diplomatic tone to their actions. This aspect is also 
associated with sexual attraction.  
 
Oprah`s Moon & Stedman`s Saturn - Harmonious Aspect  
Saturn is a boring old stick, so even when he is in harmonious aspect with the Moon this is not regarded as 
a particularly sexy link between two people. However, sex isn't everything (apparently). What this aspect 
does star is serious and practical co-operation between the natives. There is a suspicion that the Saturn 
native may either be older or may act as a father/mother figure to the Moon native. The 'sensibleness' of the 
aspect makes it a good business or work influence.  
 
Oprah`s Mercury & Stedman`s Neptune - Harmonious Aspect  
In harmonious relation as here, a meeting of Mercury and Neptune is something like an earnest intellectual 
meeting a dreamy visionary. The Mercury native will bring a sense of structure and purpose to the Neptune 
native's wild and woolly intuitions. The aspect is certainly associated with psychic connections between 
people, so with a bit of practise you might be able to work up quite a natty mind-reading act.  
 
Oprah`s Mercury & Stedman`s Pluto - Disharmonious Aspect  
Disharmony here implies that you won't get on that naturally in some ways. The Pluto native will think that 
the Mercury native is trivial or superficial, whilst in return the Mercury native will wonder why on earth the 
Pluto native has to make such a meal of everything. Now actually, if you can learn to trust each other, there 
is a chance that you can expand each others' understanding, but astrology reckons you are more likely to 
simply want to snoop around the others' subconscious (which is naughty, it says here).  
 
Oprah`s Mercury & Stedman`s Ascendant - Disharmonious Aspect  
Mercury is strongly associated with thinking and speaking, and any disharmonious aspects between it and 
planets or influences in another person's chart tend to home in on lack of communication, and inability to 
think in the same way. This is particularly so with a bad aspect to the Ascendant of another. You two may 
spend more time than average wondering what the hell the other one is going on about (what is the average 
amount of time to wonder this, by the way? Once every minute seem about right?).  
 
Oprah`s Mercury & Stedman`s Midheaven - Disharmonious Aspect  
This one is not suggestive of your relationship being all sweetness and light. In fact you might really wonder 
how long you can put up with each other. Why? Well the basic thought processes of the Mercury native are 
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likely to run into conflict with the career or professional standing of the Midheaven native. And people do get 
rather touchy when their status is questioned. Often associated with political disagreements.  
 
Oprah`s Venus & Stedman`s Venus - Harmonious Aspect  
You might expect harmonious Venus-Venus relations between two charts to be quite an indicator of possible 
smoochiness, and you would be right. However this is not so much because of her association with lurve as 
such. Rather it is because she is linked with culture, beauty etc, and the feeling is that you two will have 
similar tastes and philosophies about these things. Which makes any romantic relationship more likely and 
more likely to be durable.  
 
Oprah`s Venus & Stedman`s Ascendant - Disharmonious Aspect  
One person's Venus at square to another person's Ascendant (the case here) is not reckoned to be a 
favourable aspect for forming close relationships. It seems likely that the Ascendant native will seem crude 
or crass to the Venus native, who in turn will seem fussy and precious. Basic values are disagreed on, and 
naturally, if one buys the foregoing, arguments and disagreements are likely.  
 
Oprah`s Mars & Stedman`s Sun - Harmonious Aspect  
When the Sun and Mars are in positive aspect between two people you are in luck. This is as much as 
anything because anything is better than when these two are in disharmony. The feeling generally is that the 
Sun person will have a natural authority to the Mars person - and it's rare for Mars to show respect (and he 
never, ever pretends to show it - it's always real). With the energy created here there is a considerable 
dynamic going down. Very good for business or sporting relationships, also strongly associated with a 
powerful sexual attraction between two people.  
 
Oprah`s Mars & Stedman`s Jupiter - Harmonious Aspect  
Now this is what you'd call a nice pro-social aspect. The Jupiter native will be bringing all the usual Jupiter 
stuff - growth, philosophy, benevolence etc. But instead of sitting on his/her arse 'being good', s/he will be 
getting good focussed action-energy from the Mars individual turning all those good intentions (which - 
notoriously - pave the way to hell) into good actions (which pave the way to heaven). Lordy lord, this is 
starting to sound like a sermon. Well actually this aspect is associated with religious and charitable work by 
people like you two.  
 
Oprah`s Mars & Stedman`s Pluto - Disharmonious Aspect  
Hmmm. Just trying to think of something nice to say about this one. I suppose one thing that emerges is that 
this relationship is likely to be intense. That's at least value-neutral. All the rest is about resentment, 
recrimination and becoming enemies. Basically if you want to avoid that stuff, you must both be careful to 
absolutely avoid bossiness. Neither of you are going to put up with that, and both of you are extremely 
sensitive to it, hence all the potential for aggro.  
 
Oprah`s Mars & Stedman`s Midheaven - Disharmonious Aspect  
There is believed to be some kind of tension in your relationship indicated by this aspect. Specifically, the 
feeling is that the Mars native will feel the Midheaven native to be over conservative and dogmatic. In turn 
the Midheaven native may feel the Mars native to be a threat to their statue and social standing. Sounds like 
a few relationships I've noticed between grumpy fathers and teenaged children. In other words not an ideal 
model. Grow up the pair of you.  
 
Oprah`s Jupiter & Stedman`s Sun - Disharmonious Aspect  
Since the Sun is the font of light, heat and life in the Universe and jovial Jupiter is positive, expansive and 
helpful - an all round good egg - you might be inclined to wonder if there can be such a thing as a negative 
outcome from their relations. Well, there can be. The thing is, you can always have too much of a good 
thing. Here, you may get these two people falling from growth and mutual encouragement into self-
indulgence and impracticality. Irresponsibility is the watchword. Try and keep your feet on the ground or you 
might waste all those good intentions.  
 
Oprah`s Jupiter & Stedman`s Mercury - Disharmonious Aspect  
Disharmonious aspects between different peoples' charts are rarely good news, but they need not be 
insuperable obstacles to good working relations all the same. In this case disharmony suggests that the 
Mercury native here will find the Jupiterian vague and impractical, whilst the Mercurian can seem petty and 
argumentative in return. Practicality versus idealism, in other words. Personally I find that can be quite a 
stimulating debate, but everyone's different.  
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Oprah`s Jupiter & Stedman`s Jupiter - Disharmonious Aspect  
Jupiter is such a jolly chap that one occasionally forgets that he has his flaws. These tend to be in the area 
of 'impracticality'. All of his positive, expansiveness can flip over into grandiosity and egotism, so they say. A 
disharmonious aspect between Jupiters in two peoples' charts, which is what we are looking at here, is 
meant to encourage this more negative side. Laziness, non-productivity and self-indulgence are all attributed 
to this aspect. You maybe want to run your mutual schemes past an independent reality checker before you 
sit about and forget them.  
 
Oprah`s Jupiter & Stedman`s Neptune - Harmonious Aspect  
This is not what you'd call a 'practical' aspect in the strict sense of the word, since it features mutual interest 
in spirituality, religion and philosophy. However, before you snort 'Pah!' and turn back to your Financial 
Times, you should know that it implies that you will develop these interests in an intelligent and creative way, 
and that this relationship may be of real value in helping you make sense of your life. Now go back to your 
Financial Times.  
 
Oprah`s Jupiter & Stedman`s Pluto - Harmonious Aspect  
The suggestion here is of mutual enrichment in spiritual and educational fields. There is also an altruistic or 
charitable concern for others. The Pluto native may 'stiffen up' the Jupiter native's slightly woolly and 
idealistic optimism and help turn it into something more usable. In return, the Pluto native receives a boost of 
the idealism that makes action worthwhile in the first place. How wonderful for you both I'm sure.  
 
Oprah`s Jupiter & Stedman`s Midheaven - Harmonious Aspect  
Excellent co-operation is predicted between two natives with this aspect between their charts. The 
suggestion is that the Jupiter native will help the career of the Midheaven native by bringing cultural or 
philosophical understanding to them. In return, the Midheaven native should be able to use their 
professional or social status to further the wider philosophical or educational goals of the Jupiter native.  
 
Oprah`s Saturn & Stedman`s Sun - Harmonious Aspect  
A good serious, sober and sensible relationship between these two charts is indicated by this aspect. Saturn 
is a powerful useful force when he can be accessed successfully. The only trouble with him is that he 
doesn't give a toss for fitting in with anyone else, and is therefore often seen as a negative, limiting 
influence. Mr Boring Reality himself. But here the Saturn native will give a structuring and organising 
influence to the Sun native. The Sun native will give a sense of youth to the Saturn native. An excellent 
aspect for teachers and students. As you might expect there is no romantic element here, but where 
romance is starred elsewhere, this aspect gives durability to the feelings.  
 
Oprah`s Saturn & Stedman`s Moon - Harmonious Aspect  
Saturn is a boring old stick, so even when he is in harmonious aspect with the Moon this is not regarded as 
a particularly sexy link between two people. However, sex isn't everything (apparently). What this aspect 
does star is serious and practical co-operation between the natives. There is a suspicion that the Saturn 
native may either be older or may act as a father/mother figure to the Moon native. The 'sensibleness' of the 
aspect makes it a good business or work influence.  
 
Oprah`s Saturn & Stedman`s Mercury - Harmonious Aspect  
This is an excellent business aspect. The Mercury native will bring ideas to the Saturn native and help them 
develop a slightly lighter touch in their approach to life. In return the Saturn native will bring discipline and 
organisation to the Mercurian. The upshot is that you two will make a good partnership in any working 
environment.  
 
Oprah`s Uranus & Stedman`s Sun - Harmonious Aspect  
An aspect which stars an exciting and unusual friendship. The Sun native will get all sorts of originality and 
creativity from the Uranus native, who in return will get energy and confidence from the Sun. This can 
therefore be an excellent intellectual relationship. Romantically, Uranus always contains an attractiveness 
and excitement, especially when it's hitting another person's centre - their Sun, but there is no guarantee of 
any kind of consistency or stability here.  
 
Oprah`s Uranus & Stedman`s Jupiter - Harmonious Aspect  
This is a great 'friendship' aspect, which can also work well in certain professional arenas. It ought to work 
by giving the Uranus native a wider philosophical structure for their thoughts and inspirations, and giving the 
Jupiter native access to insights and intuitions from the Uranus native. Love of travel and foreign culture is 
also associated with the aspect.  
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Oprah`s Neptune & Stedman`s Moon - Harmonious Aspect  
Two people with this aspect between their charts are reckoned to be highly likely to have a serious psychic 
link, and may well have known each other in a previous incarnation, if you believe in that kind of thing. 
Anyway, whether you do or don't this sure is a romantic kind of aspect, and when people are close enough 
emotionally they probably will get some level of telepathic awareness going on.  
 
Oprah`s Ascendant & Stedman`s Mars - Disharmonious Aspect  
When one person's Mars is in a disharmonious aspect with someone else's chart, one of the features you 
would expect is impatience, and that is likely here. The Mars native is likely to question the Ascendant 
native's personal foibles. In return the Ascendant native is likely to find the Mars native to be over-bearing 
and domineering. Not a classic friendship/relationship aspect seems to be the verdict.  
 
Oprah`s Ascendant & Stedman`s Jupiter - Disharmonious Aspect  
This is a surprisingly moody little connection between two peoples' charts. The Jupiter native is prone to see 
the Ascendant native as jumpy and selfish, the Ascendant native is prone to see the Jupiterian as moralistic 
and sanctimonious. For this reason, petty conflicts are likely and are prone to rapid escalation, unless there 
are seriously chilled aspects elsewhere in your charts. Better go and concentrate on those.  
 
Oprah`s Midheaven & Stedman`s Venus - Disharmonious Aspect  
The tension that is seen as being more likely to emerge here is that between the Venusian side of one of 
you two (the easy-going, aesthetically aware, 'people' side) and the career side of the Midheaven native. 
You may end up seeing each other as - respectively - irresponsible and feckless, or exploitative and greedy. 
Basically the Venus native is the new age hippy here, whilst the Midheaven native is the grasping 
Thatcherite.  
 



  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 


